Characters D6 / Coleman Kcaj (Ongree J
Name: Coleman Kcaj
Homeworld: Skustell
Species: Ongree
Gender: Male
Eye color: Yellow
Skin color: Yellow
Move: 10
DEXTERITY: 2D+2
Blaster: 5D
Brawling Parry: 5D+1
Dodge: 8D+1
Lightsaber: 8D+2
Vehicle Blasters: 4D+2
PERCEPTION: 4D
Bargain: 7D+2
Command: 5D+2
Investigation: 5D+2
Persuasion: 8D+1
Search: 5D+2
Sneak: 5D+1
KNOWLEDGE: 4D
Alien Species: 5D+2
Cultures: 6D
Languages: 7D+2
Planetary Systems: 5D+2
Scholar (Jedi Lore): 7D
Streetwise: 7D
Survival: 5D+1
STRENGTH: 2D+2
Brawling: 5D+2
Climbing/Jumping: 4D+1
Swimming: 4D+2
MECHANICAL: 2D
Astrogation: 4D+2
Repulsorlift Operation: 5D
Space Transports: 5D+2
Starship Gunnery: 5D
TECHNICAL: 2D
First Aid: 4D+2

Lightsaber Repair: 5D+2
SPECIAL ABILITIES
Force Skills:
Control: 9D+1
Sense: 8D+2
Alter: 9D
Force Powers: Accelerate Healing, Absorb/Dissipate Energy, Concentration, Control Pain, Enhance
Attribute, Combat Sense, Danger Sense, Life Detection, Life Sense, Magnify Senses, Receptive
Telepathy, Sense Force, Telekinesis, Farseeing, Lightsaber Combat, Projective Telepathy, Affect Mind,
Projected Fighting, Dim Other's Senses, Lesser Force Shield
Eyestalks: Their ability to see things from various angles due to the arrangement of their eyes,
gives them a +1D to fine work such as Technical skills.
Story Factors:
Diplomatic Reputation: Ongree were commonly seen as a diplomatic, measured species. This
opinion was fostered by the arrangement of their eyestalks; since Ongree could see an object from
multiple angles, it was thought that this ability gave the species a unique mindset, allowing them to
examine a situation from all possible perspectives. It was believed that their literal and figurative outlooks
were linked by a psychological trait.
EQUIPMENT
CREDITS - 600 Credits
Lightsaber (5D), Jedi robes, Comlink, Utility Belt
FORCE SENSITIVE - Y
FORCE POINTS 6
DARK SIDE POINTS 0
CHARACTER POINTS 12
Description: Coleman Kcaj was an Ongree male Jedi Master who served the Jedi Order during the last
years of the Galactic Republic. During the Clone Wars, Kcaj gained a seat on the Jedi High Council, and
survived for years during the Great Jedi Purge.
Biography
Clone Wars
Coleman Kcaj was an Ongree male Jedi Master born on Skustell who took a seat on the Jedi Council,
the governing body of the Jedi Order in 19 BBY.
Kcaj was present during a Council meeting concerning the fate of Padawan Ahsoka Tano, who was
accused of the murder of Letta Turmond and orchestrating the bombing of the Jedi Temple. Wilhuff
Tarkin said that the Galactic Senate wished to put her in a military trial. The Council expelled Tano from
the Order after a debate and she was put on trial by the Galactic Republic, but Padawan Barriss Offee

was ultimately revealed to be the true culprit.
After clone trooper Tup, whose malfunctioning and secret biochip caused him to murder Jedi Master
Tiplar, was sent to Kamino to have the incident investigated, Kcaj was present in a council meeting
through holographic form when Jedi Master Shaak Ti turned to the council with the belief that Tup may
have a tumor.
Later, Kcaj was present when the Council agreed to send Jedi Master Mace Windu alongside Junior
Representative Jar Jar Binks on an assignment to investigate a number of disappearances on Bardotta
after Queen Julia.
Kcaj was present when Plo Koon reported that he found the lightsaber of Master Sifo-Dyas. Yoda
confirmed that it was and decided to investigate. Kcaj was again present when it was reported that Dooku
was responsible for the creation of the clone army. The Council decided to keep it a secret since people
would lose trust in the Republic if the truth became public knew.
Kcaj was later present when Yoda told the Council that he had heard the voice of long-dead Jedi Master
Qui-Gon Jinn in his head and hoped to learn the meaning of the communications from beyond. The
Council all meditated with Yoda, but nobody heard the voice.
Kcaj was later present when Obi-Wan Kenobi and Anakin Skywalker discussed a giant kyber crystal they
had found on Utapau. Kcaj was present again when they reported that the crystal had been destroyed,
causing Yoda to remind the Council of stories where kyber crystals were used for weapons the Sith used.
Near the end of the war, Kcaj was present when the Council granted Skywalker a seat on the Jedi
Council, after he had been appointed there by Supreme Chancellor Sheev Palpatine. He was later
present when the council discussed about how Palpatine had said that General Grievous was hiding on
Utapau and recommended they send Skywalker to lead the campaign. However, the council decided that
they needed a Master, with more experience, and decided on sending Kenobi instead. Shortly thereafter,
Palpatine declared himself Emperor and Skywalker, having become the Sith Lord Darth Vader, helped
destroy the Jedi Order.
Surviving the Jedi Purge
During the reign of the Galactic Empire, Kcaj was among the few Jedi to escape the ensuing carnage
that was Order 66. At one point presumed to have been killed, Kcaj's name was later included on a
holographic list compiled by the Inquisitorius of confirmed survivors in the time after the hunt for Eeth
Koth, having hidden from the Empire extremely well.
Personality and traits
Coleman Kcaj had yellow eyes and yellow skin. Kcaj was also skilled in meditation, military strategy,
diplomacy and lightsaber warfare. During his younger years, he was a formidable warrior but over time
he came to see battle as a tragic failure to find mutual understanding.
Equipment

Coleman Kcaj wore Jedi robes and wielded a green-bladed lightsaber.
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